Chapter 16
Domestic Activities of the Directorate
of Science and Technology
In the past tvio tlccadcs. the CL\
itpon gathering
foreign intelligence

has placed increasing
emphasis
through
technical and scientific

311~a11s.

In 1963. Director
.John JIcCone sought to coordinate
the scientific
tlcwlopment
of iiitellipencc
devices ant1 systclms by cwating
tlics
Science ant1 Technology
Dircctoratc
within
the CI,L Most of the
scientific and teclinolo~ical
endeavors
hat1 been previously
widertaken by the I’lans (now Operations)
Directorate.
The Science ant1 Technology
I)irectorate
is presently responsible
for all of the wsearch and de\-elopment
enpapctl ill by the CT,\ in
all fields of scicnw ant1 tcclinol0.g~. Projects range fro111 Collll~lcS
satellite
systenls to the tlevelopment
of miniatwc
camc~~as ant1
concealed listening devices.
Thr Directorate
also is engngctl iii tlevcloping
countermeasures
to
neutralize
new scientific and technological
devices developed by foreign intelligence
services.
Private
indnstry
provides much of the research and clevclopnient
of new intelligcncc
gathering
de\-ices on a contractual
basis.
Tn addition to engaging in research and tlevelopment,
some lwanches
of the Science and Tech~lology
Directorate
provide operational
support in the field for use of intelligence
gathering
tlevices developed by
the Directorate.
Other branches of the Directorate
themselves engage in the task
of foreign
intcllifrc~l~e-:ratllerill~
abroad. utilizing
technical
intelligence gathering
tleviccs not cleveloped for use by operations
agents.
The (‘ommission investigated
a numbc~~ of projects of the Science and
Technology
Directorate
whicall have affected persons living
within
the 17nited States.
Most such activities
u-ere lawful
ant1 proper. although
there have
been scattcrcd improprieties
tlescribetl below.
(225)

A. The Testing of Scientific and Technological
ments Within the United States

Develop-

While the research and dcvclopnient
of new CT,4 scientific and
twhnical
devices is naturally
undertaken
within the United States,
the evidence before this Commission
shows that with a few rxceptions, the actual devices and systems developed
have not been used
operationally
within this country.’
Howwr~
the Agency has tested some of its new scientific and
technological
developments
in the United States. One such program
included the testing of certain l)chavior-influc]Icil~g
drugs. Several
others involrrd
the testing of equipment for monitoring
conversations.
In all of the programs described, some tests were directed against unsuspecting subje&.
most of whom were U.S. citizens.

1. The Testing of Behavior-Influencing
Subjects Within the United States

Drugs

on Unsuspecting

In the late 1940’s, the CIA\ began to study the propert.ies of certain
~hnvior-influencing
drugs (such as LSD) and how such drugs might
‘be put to intelligence
use. This interest, was prompted
by reports that
the Soviet IJnion was experimentin
g with such drugs and by speculation that the confessions
introduced
during
t.rials in the Soviet
Union and ot.her Soviet Bloc countries during the late 1940’s might
have been elicited by t.he use of drugs or hypnosis. Great concern
over Soviet and North Korean techniques
in “brainwashing”
continued to be manifested
into the early 1950’s.
The drug program
was part of a much larger CIA program
to
study possible means for cont.rolling
human behavior.
Other studies
explored the effects of radiat.ion. electric-shock,
psychology,
psychiatry, sociology and harassment, subst.ances.
The primary
purpose of the drug program
was to counter the use
of behavior-influencing
drugs
clandestinely
administered
by an
enemy, alt,hough several operat,ional
uses outside the United States
were also considered.
TJnfortunately,
only limited
records of t,he, testing conducted
in
these drug programs
are now available.
,111 the records concerning
t,he program
wert: ordered
d&royed
in 19’73, including
a total of
152 separate files.
In addition,
all persons directly
involved
in the early phases of
the program
were eit.her out of the count.ry and not available
for
1 A few audio-surveillance
devices
developed
by the Science
and
hare been used by the Office of Security
in the course of inrestigations
United
States.
In addition,
several
devices
developed
by the Agency
federal
agrncics
in operations
condurted
within
the United
States.

Technology
Directorate
of persons
within
the
hare been used by other
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interview.
or were dec.reased. Nevertheless,
the Commission
learned
of the details surrounding
sel-eral tests of LSD conduct.ed on
unsuspecting
subjects between 1953 and 1963.
Thr possibility,
and the importance,
of testing potent,ial behaviorinfluencing
drugs (including
TSD) on human subjects was first suggested in 1953. It, was also suggested at, that time that Agency trainees might ‘be utilized as test subjects. Any such test.ing was to be
carefully
superrised
and conducted only in the presence of a qualified physician.
Following
laboratory
testing of LSD and other potential behaviorinflurncing
substances. a few tests were run on voluntary
participants.
Commencing
in 19%. under an informal
arrangement
with the Federal Bureau of Drug ,ibuse Control. tests were begun on unsuspecting
subjects in normal
social situations.
Testing
was originally
conducted on the West Coast. In 1961, a similar testing program
was
initiated
on the East Coast.
In 1963, t,he Agency’s Inspector
General learned of this program
and questioned the propriety
of testing on unsuspecting
subjects. The
Inspector
General reported that in a number of inst,ances, test subjects became ill for hours or days following
the application
of a
drug. There was one reported incident. of hospitnlization,
the details
of which could not be learned by the Commission
because of the destruction of the records and the unarailabi1it.y
of witnesses.
The Commission
did learn. however. that on one occasion during
the early phases of this program
(in 1953). LSD was administ.ered
to an employee of the Department,
of the Army without. his knowledge while he was attending
a meeting with CIA personnel working on the drug project.
Prior to receiving
the LSD, the subject had participated
in discussions where the testing of such substances on m~suspecting subjects was
agreed to in principle.
However.
this individual
was not made au-are
that he had been given LSD until about 20 minutes after it. had been
administered.
He developed serious side effects and was sent to yew
York with a CIA escort for psychiatric
treatment. Several days later,
he jumped from a tenth floor window
of his room and died as a
result.2
The General Counsel ruled that the death resulted from “circumstances arising out of an experiment
undertaken
in the course of his
official duties for the United States Government,”
thus ensuring his
survivors
of receiving
certain death benefits. Reprimands
were issued
by the Director of Central Inttlligence
to two CIA4 employees responsible for the incident.

some

had

2 There are indications
a history
of emotional

in the few
instability.

remaining

Agency

records

that

this

individual

may

have
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As a result of the Inspector General’s study of tl1is drug program in
1963, tl1e Agency devisecl new criteria for testing substances on human
subjects. All further
testing of potentially
dangerous
substances on
unsuspectinp
subjects was l1roliihitetl.
l%t\v-een 1963 and 1967. sonic
testing of tlrugs continue(1, but only on volnntary
subjects. primarily
inmate volunteers
at various co1~rcctional institutions.
In 1967. all
projects involving
l~eli:~vioi~-i~~fli~eiici~1~ drugs were tcrrninatetl.
It is presently the policy at (21-i not to test any substance on unsuspecting persons. (‘urrrnt
practice in all rxI-““‘imentation
is to adhere
strictly to Department
of Health, Education
and Welfare
guiclelines
concerning
the use of human subjects, and all current (‘I,4 contracts
carry language to that eflect.

2. The Testing of Communications
United States

Intercept

Systems Within

the

Monitoring
of foreign
conversations
is an important
aspect of
modern
intelligence
collection.
Several
new systems developed
by the agency
for use overseas have been tested in the United
States. In the process of this testing, private communications,
presumably between United States citizens, have sometimes been overheard.
In many cases conversations
were overheard
but not recorded. In
other cases, conversations
were recorded for evaluat,ion purposes but
the recordings were kept only until the testing was concluded, at which
time they were destroyed.
No evidence was found that any such tests were ever directed against
persons for the purpose of learning the content of any communication.
In most instances, the speakers were never ident,ified. Nor was any
evidence found that the Agency disseminated
or ever attempted
to
exploit the contents of any intercepted
or recorded conversations.

3. Other Testing

Within

the United

States

Various branches of the Science and Technology
Directorate
are
involved
in the testing of other new devices and procedures such as
chemical warfare detection equipment. new means of measuring physiological responses in humans and photographic
interpretation
systems.

Conclusions
It was clearly illegal to test potentially
dangerous drugs on unsuspecting ITnited States citizens.
Tl1e testing of equipment
for monitoring
conversations
should
not, be directed against unsuspecting
persons in tl1e United States.
Most of the testing undertaken
by the L4gency could easily have
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been lwrformcd
knowledge.

using

only

L\gency

l~~sonncl

and with

their

full

Recommendation
(27)
In accordance with its present guidelines, the CIA should not
again engage in the testing of drugs on unsuspecting persons.
Recommendation
(28)
Testing of equipment for monitoring conservations should not
involve unsuspecting persons living within the United States.

B. Other Selected Activities of the Science and
Technology Directorate
1. The Manufacture

and Use of Documents

The Agency maintains a capability
for producing
and providing
to
its agents and operatives a wide range of “alias” credentials. Most such
documents purport
to be of foreign origin. Some, however, are documents ordinarily
issued by other branches of the U.S. government
01
by private United States businesses and organizations.
Among the United States “alias” documents furnished
from time
to time to Agency personnel and operatives are Social Security cards,
bank cards, professional
cards, club cards, alumni association cards
and library
cards. The Agency has recently stopped producing
alias
driver’s licenses, credit cards and birth certificates? unless needed in
a particularly
sensitive operation
and approved
in advance by the
Deputy Director of Operations.
While the Bgency does not produce false United States passports,
it has in the past altered a few by the addition of entries to evidence
travel which had not actually occurred.
The purpose of alias documents is to facilitate
cover during CIA
operations.
These documents are not “backstopped,”
i.e., manufactured with the consentJ and knowledge
of the company or organization whose card is being manufactured.
They are useful only as flash
identification.
Only the Social Security Administration
has been told
that the Sgency is manufacturing
its cards.
The Commission
found no evidence that any ,4gencp employee has
ever used false documentation
of this kind to his personal advantage.

Conclusions
*ilias credentials
are necessary to facilitate
CL4 covert operations
overseas. but the strictest controls and accountability
must be main-
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tainetl over thr use of such documents ; wcent guidelines
by the Deputy I)irector
for Operations
appear adequate
ubnsc in the future.

2. Overhead

Photography

of the United

established
to prevent

States

In 1WX. the Special Assistant to the President for Science and Technology comnlenccd a fornlnl
study on the use of aerial intelligence
photography
for civilian
purpows.
This study was commenced with
the approval
of the I)ircctor
of Central Intelligence
and in cooperation with the Depnrt,nwnts
of Agriculture,
(‘lommerce. Interior,
the
.\genc\- for Intcrnatioiial
I)CF elopment and the Xational
Aeronautics
and Space -~tlmiiiistratioi~.
Tn 1967 the stud;v resulted in the establishment
of a steering committee in the office of the I’resideut’s
Science Adviser.
with membership
from the United States Geological
SLII'V~;Y~ the Department
of Commcrce. the T)cpartment
of Agriculture,
the National Aeronautics
and
3L paw A1dministration
and other interested
civilian
agencies. This
committee was designed to act, as an interface,
by which the intellipence commlmitv
coultl assure the public that it was not involved
in
selecting or determining
the end use of its aerial photographs
of
domestic areas.
The> Director of Central Intelligence
agreed to provide photography
to civilian
agencies pursuant to the steering committee% request, provitlrd there would be no interference
with intelligence
needs nor any
significant
cost increase.”
The photographs
of the I-nited
States actually
turned over to
ci\-ilian agencies were taken primarily
for military
mapping purposes.
Since that time, aerial photography
systems have been used for
such diverse civilian
projects as mapping,
assessing natural disasters
sucll
as hurricane
and tornado damage and the Santa Barbara, California. oil spill. conducting
route surveys for the ,4laska pipeline,
conducting national forest inventories,
determining
the extent of snow
cover in the Sierras to facilitate
the forecast of runoff and detecting
crop blight in the Plains States. Limited
equipment. testing and performance evaluation
is also conducted, using photographs
taken of
areas within the T’nited States.
In 1973. the Ofice of the Prc~sitlrnt’s Science ,idviser
was abolished,
and the special steering coiliniitter
controlling
the civilian
use of
aerial photography
ceased to exist. Efforts are wderway
to establish a
new conlmittee to undertake this activity. a In the meantime, the Director of Central Tntclligence
has entered into agreements with several
a While

the

Agency
engineered
no longer
rrq)onsihle
‘The
President
has recentlv
President’s
Science
Adviser.

sJ-,stem?..
it is

and

dewloped
most of the operational
for the oper:ltionnl
aspects
of thaw
announced
his intention
to reestablish

aerial
photography
systems.
the Office
of

the
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federal apencics. including
the Environnwntal
which permits tlicni a(wss to classified overhead

E’rotcction
photography.

Agency,

Conclusions
‘Lk~
me of
single
graphs

Conmission
can find no impropriety
in permitting
civilian
aerial photoglaphy
systenls.5 The economy of operating
a
aerial photography
progranl
dictates the use of these photofor approprintr
civilian purposes.

Recommendation
(29)
A civilian agency committee should be reestablished to oversee
the civilian uses of aerial intelligence
photography
in order to
avoid any concerns over the improper domestic use of a CIAdeveloped system.
5 It is arguable that at least one present use of aerial photography is lam enforcement
in nature and outside the scope of proper CIA activity. This use involves photography with
infrared sensors to detect areas of high concentrations
of industrial pollutants in the air
and in various bodies of water. Data obtained from this activity could conceivably be used
as the basis for a criminal action brought under environmental legislation. The Commission
believes, however, that the legislators, when they prohibited the CIA from engaging in law
enforcement activities in their 1947 enactment of the National Security Act, could not have
contemplated the systems presently in use. It should be noted that the CIA did turn down
a request from the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Unit of the Treasury Department
to help
locate moonshine stills in the North Carolina mountains using infrared photography, on the
ground that such activity was law enforcement in nature.

